I. Title  HILL FAMILY RECORDS 1874-1902.

II. The papers of Edwin Allston Hill (1839-1929). Deposited in the Library on  January 27, 1940 by converted the deposit to a gift.

III. Linear feet of shelf space occupied: 1' 10 1/2"  Approximate number of items: 560 plus 3 bound volumes

IV. Restrictions:

V. Literary rights of the unpublished writings of in these papers, and in other collections of papers in the custody of the New Haven Colony Historical Society Library, have been dedicated to the New Haven Colony Historical Society.

VI. Press release was issued on

VII. Biographical note:

John Hill, the ancestor of the Hill family, came from England in 1634 to Barbados, W.I. and later moved to North America. He died in 1689. His first marriage was to Katera Chalker on Sept. 23, 1673. His son John Hill was born in Guilford in 1644 and died there in 1690.

Edwin Allston Hill (1839-1929), lawyer, civil engineer, chemist and professor, was born in New York City and was a resident of Washington, D.C., for 30 years. He served as secretary to three successive Secretaries of the United States Patent Office and as an examiner of the Patent Office. He was a member of the American Chemical Society, the Washington Society of Engineers, the Sons of the American Revolution, and the Society of Colonial Wars, of which he was historian. Received degrees from Yale University, Columbia University and George Washington University.

VIII. Analysis:

This collection consists of four boxes, one half-box, including three bound volumes of genealogical material. The genealogical mat-
erial dates back to 1644. The papers contain the complete Hill family
genealogy, genealogies of several other families, who may or may not
have been related to the Hill family, and documents pertaining to Mr.
Hill's membership in several patriotic and military organizations.

The later generations of the Hill Family have no ending dates because
the family members were still alive when the material was compiled.
There is also a genealogy on the family of Ida M. Wood, Mr. Hill's
wife.

The collection is organized as it was under Mr. Hill. Box I
contains background material on the genealogies and the manuscripts
in the collection and the Hill Family genealogy. It includes the
ancestry of John Hill, the origin of the Hill name, and other documents
such as correspondence dated nineteenth and early twentieth century
and notes made in the process of compiling the genealogy. Earliest
documents 1644 - John Hill of Guilford. The genealogy was compiled
in 1895.

Box II consists of three bound volumes of correspondence to
obtain information for the Hill family genealogy.

Boxes III and IV contain genealogies of other families who may
have been related to the Hills, arranged alphabetically by surname,
correspondence pertaining to the family genealogies, photos, news-
paper clippings, maps, etc. There are no dates for the other family
genealogies in Boxes III, IV and those ending Box V, because they
contain secondary sources.

Box V contains correspondence with various organizations such
as the Sons of the American Revolution, etc., and the genealogy of
Ida M. Wood, Mr. Hill's wife and other families.

The material in Box I, Folders A and B is on microfilm number 32.
For complete list see Table of Contents.
Table of Contents

This material is also on microfilm #32.

Folder B: Directory of names in the Hill genealogy. One volume, 94pp, Part I: A-Z; Part II: A-Z; Part III: A-Z; Part IV: A-Z. (First names). This material is also on microfilm #32. [1]

Folders C-1 and C-2 Hill manuscript #1, one bound volume
C-1 Notes and notations on genealogy - 27pp.
C-2 Hill manuscript - 75pp.
Rough draft of genealogy.
The manuscript begins with the names James and Sarah and ends with the name of Olive Amanda Hill. [1]

1. Origin of the Hill name.
2. Title page (Genealogy).
3. Preface (Genealogy) - History of the first John Hill.
4. Genealogy of John Hill family - 1689
   First generation - John Hill of Guilford.
   Copy - John Hill's last will and testament. [4]

Second generation - John Hill of Guilford (children of) 1644-1707
Copy - Last will and testament - John Hill (son of John Hill of Guilford). - 1690
Copy - Last will and testament - James Hill (son of John Hill of Guilford). - 1707

Folder F: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 17pp. - 1695-1792
Third generation - John Hill of Guilford. [1]

Folder G-1: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 21pp. - 1695-1793

Jonas Hill (son of Isaac Hill and Ann Parmelee) - Aaron Hill (son of Michael Hill and Anna Spencer).
Last will and testament of Nathan Hill of Wallingford, Conn.

Folder H-1: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 22pp. - 1719-1826


Folder H-2: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 23 pp. - 1756-1831

Fifth generation - John Hill of Guilford.

Folder H-3: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 23 pp. - 1746-1800

Fifth generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Reubin Hill (son of Reubin Hill and Mercy Jacobs) - Ichabod Hill (son of John Hill and Rebecca Hoyt). Correspondence from Harold D. Hill to Edwin A. Hill requesting information on Ichabod Hill (1923-1927) - Three page genealogy - the family of Ichabod Hill.

Folder H-4: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 20 pp. - 1763-1845

Fifth generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Abraham Hill (son of John Hill and Rebecca Hoyt) - Anne Hill (daughter of Peleg Hill and Dorcas Tucker).

Folder H-5: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 16 pp. - 1756-1843

Fifth generation - John Hill of Guilford.

Folder I-1: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 22 pp. - 1770-1817

Sixth generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Thomas Hill (son of Thomas Hill and Elizabeth Fairchild) - James Hill (son of James and Eleanor Hull).

Folder I-2: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 22 pp. - 1796-1872

Sixth generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Arden Hill (son of James Hill and Eleanor Hull) - James Hill (son of Dr. Benjamin Hill and Jemima Stannard).
Folder I-3: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 23 pp. - 1806-1852

Sixth generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Benjamin Ellsworth Hill (son of Dr. Benjamin Hill and Jemima Stannard) - Julius Hill (son of Reuben Hill and Hannah Sevanton).

Folder I-4: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 23 pp. - 1775-1862

Sixth generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Electra Hill (daughter of Reuben Hill and Hannah Sevanton) - Charles Orville Hill (son of Timothy Hill and Harriett Jones).


Sixth generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Beulah Hill (daughter of Reuben Hill and Harriett Jones) - Abraham S. Hill (son of Abraham Hill and Lydia Murray).

Folder I-6: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 2 pp. - 1797-1845

Sixth generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Aron S. Hill (son of Abraham Hill and Lydia Murray) - Thomas Hill (son of Peleg Hill and Mary Sloane).

Folder I-7: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 17 pp. - 1786-1870

Sixth generation - John Hill of Guilford.

Folder J-1: The Hill family genealogy - Descendants of John Hill of Guilford. 20 pp. - 1796-1854

Seventh generation - John Hill of Guilford.
William Hill (son of Thomas Hill and Roxanna Reuton) - Mary Jane Hill (daughter of William Hill and Lucy Scoville).


Seventh generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Lucy Ann Hill (daughter of William Hill and Lucy Scoville) - Maria Hill (daughter of Arden Hill and Flora Hill).


Seventh generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Caroline Hill (daughter of Nathaniel Hill and Contentment Crampton) - Henry Sherman Hill (son of David Hill and Betsy Munger).

Seventh generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Joel M. Hill (son of David Hill and Betsy Munger) - Rev.


Seventh generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Charles Benedict Hill (son of Charles J. Hill and Salome Morgan) - Benjamin Scranton Hill (son of Julius Hill and Mary Ann Brown).

Notes of Benjamin Scranton Hill from Brown genealogy.


Seventh generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Frederick William Hill (son of Julius Hill and Mary Ann Brown) - Beulah Amanda Hill (daughter of Hiram Hill and Amanda Smalley).


Seventh generation - John Hill of Guilford.


Seventh generation - John Hill of Guilford.
Elizabeth C. Hill (daughter of Rev. Henry F. Hill and Elizabeth A. Peabody) - Sarah Elizabeth Hill (daughter of Abraham G. Hill and Roxanna Field).


Seventh generation - John Hill of Guilford.


Bryon Hill (son of William Hill and Susan Hull) - Eldridge Hill (son of Edward Hill and Roxanna Benton).


Eugene Hill (son of George Hill and Mary Kimberly) - Clarissa Dora Hill (born in Sunderland, Vt. - married to Herbert Fletcher).


Herman A. Hill (son of Herbert A. Hill and Harriett Chandler) - Anna Cordelia Hill (daughter of George W. Hill and Cordelia L. Beach).


Jennie Emma Hill (daughter of Franklin Hill and Hannah E. Fenn) - Ida M.W. Hill (daughter of Walter Scott Hill and Josephine Griswold).

Copy of a reward notice seeking information on the Hill family.

Box II: Three bound volumes containing Hill genealogy documents.

Volume I: 99 documents
Correspondence to obtain information for the Hill family genealogy.

The correspondence is between Edwin A. Hill, Benjamin S. Hill and Town Clerks and Post Masters in different states, relatives and people distantly connected to the Hill family or thought to be in a position to provide information about the Hill family.

Circa 1874 and 1875.
Arranged in chronological order - numbers 1-99.

Volume II: 71 documents
Correspondence to obtain information for the Hill family genealogy.

The correspondence is between Edwin A. Hill, Benjamin S. Hill and Town Clerks and Post Masters in different states, relatives and people distantly connected to the Hill family or thought to be in a position to provide information about the Hill family.
Circa 1874-1892.
Arranged in chronological order - numbers 100-171.

Volume III: 88 documents

Correspondence to obtain information for the Hill family genealogy.

The correspondence is between Edwin A. Hill and Benjamin S. Hill and Town Clerks and Post Masters in different states, relatives and people distantly connected to the Hill family or thought to be in a position to provide information about the Hill family.

Circa 1893-1896.
Arranged in chronological order - numbers 172-255.

Box III: Folder A: The Hill Family Genealogy

Genealogies of other families who may or may not have been related to the Hill family. [1]

Two blank pages with name of genealogy on page one.

Alden genealogy - 15 pp.

One page of references used for information on John Alden. All other pages have notes on John Alden's life taken from some of the references listed.

Contains cutouts from books of pictures and texts relating to John Alden, and photographs of John Alden's house in Duxbury, Mass.

The genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder A-1: The Hill family genealogy (other families) 23 pp. [1]

Genealogies of other families who may or may not be related to the Hill family.

Alden genealogy (continued)
Notes on John Alden's life and family.

Includes pictures of Plymouth area.

Folder A-2: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued [1]

Alden genealogy 8 pp.
Contains information from books on Plymouth, Mass.

The genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.
Folder A-3: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued

Alden genealogy 8 pp.
Newspaper articles (1904-1905)

Folder B: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Allis genealogy 6 pp.
Line of descent from Lieut. William Allis and Mary to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M. Wood.


Barnes genealogy 8 pp.
Line of descent from Thomas Barnes and Mary to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on the Barnes genealogy.

Folder C: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Bartholomew genealogy - 13 pp.

Notes on the Bartholomew genealogy.

Bell genealogy 8 pp.

Notes on the Bell genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder D: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Bascom genealogy 8 pp.

Notes on the Bascom genealogy.

Bishop genealogy 8 pp.
Eight blank pages with name of genealogy on page one.

One letter on Bishop family.

Bliss genealogy 14 pp.

Notes on the Bliss genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.
Folder B: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Bolles genealogy 33 pp.

Notes on the Bolles genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder F: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Borodell genealogy 12 pp.

Notes on the Borodell genealogy.

Bradley genealogy 8 pp.

Notes on the Bradley genealogy.

Broughton genealogy 6 pp.

Notes on the Broughton genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder G: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Brown genealogy 17 pp.

Notes on the Brown genealogy.

Appendix: Denning family and connections. (12 pp.)

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder H: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Brown genealogy 6 pp.

Notes on Brown genealogy.

Brown genealogy (Parker) 2 pp.
Two blank pages with name of genealogy on page one.

See MSS B 31, Box IV, Folder Q, Jones Family Genealogy, for additional Brown genealogy.
Buckingham genealogy 13 pp.
Line of descent - Thomas Buckingham and Hannah to Edwin A.
Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on Buckingham genealogy.

Buckley genealogy 2 pp.
Two blank pages with name of genealogy on page one.

Bull genealogy 8 pp.
Line of descent - Robert Bull and Phebe Jessup to Edwin A.
Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on Bull genealogy.
Correspondence pertaining to Bull genealogy.

Genealogy is arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder I: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Bunce genealogy 6 pp.
Notes on Bunce genealogy.

Bushnell genealogy 16 pp.
Line of descent - John Bushnell to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M.
Wood.

Notes on Bushnell genealogy.
Correspondence pertaining to Bushnell genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder J: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Butler genealogy 19 pp.
Line of descent - John Butler and Catherine Houghton to

Notes on Butler genealogy.
Correspondence pertaining to Butler genealogy.

Carver genealogy 6 pp.
Notes on the Carver genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder K: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Chapman genealogy 8 pp.
Line of descent - Robert Chapman and Anne Bliss to Edwin A.
Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on Chapman genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.
Clapp genealogy 10 pp.
Notes on Clapp genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder I: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued. [5]

Clark genealogy 10 pp.
Line of descent - John Clark (Milford, Conn.) to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on the Clark genealogy.

Clark genealogy 10 pp.
Line of descent - James Clark (New Haven, Ct.) to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on the Clark genealogy.

Copy of will of James Clark of Stratford, Ct. (2 pp.)

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder M: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued. [4]

Coit genealogy 10 pp.

Notes on Coit genealogy.

Collins genealogy 24 pp.

Notes on the Collins genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder N: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued. [2]

Dennison genealogy 31 pp.

Notes on Dennison genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder O: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued. [2]

Edgecomb genealogy 20 pp.

Notes on Edgecomb genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.
Folder P: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Fenner genealogy 6 pp.
Notes on Fenner genealogy.

Gilbert genealogy 6 pp.
Notes on the Gilbert genealogy.

Glover genealogy 6 pp.
Notes on the Glover genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder Q: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Goodrich genealogy 14 pp.
Notes on the Goodrich genealogy.

Gorham genealogy 10 pp.
Notes on the Gorham genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder R: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Grinnell genealogy 10 pp.
Notes on Grinnell genealogy.
Correspondence pertaining to Grinnell genealogy.

Griswold genealogy 9 pp.
Notes on the Griswold genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.
Folder S: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued. [2]

Hatch genealogy 24 pp.

Notes on the Hatch genealogy.
Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder T: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued. [5]

Houghton genealogy 6 pp.

Notes on Houghton genealogy.

Hill genealogy 9 pp.

Notes on Hill genealogy.
Photographs of graves of Hill family.
Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Hill genealogy, continued 25 pp.
Notes on Hill genealogy.
Correspondence pertaining to Hill genealogy (1846-1851)
Photographs of Guilford area.
Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder U: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued. [6]

Hosmer genealogy 6 pp.
Line of descent - Stephen Hosmer and Dorothy to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on the Hosmer genealogy.

Howell genealogy 4 pp.
Notes on the Howell genealogy.

Howland genealogy 16 pp.

Notes on Howland genealogy.
Pictures from books on Plymouth, Mass.
Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.
Folder V: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Jacobs genealogy 6 pp.

Notes on the Jacobs genealogy.

Jenners genealogy 6 pp.

Notes on the Jenners genealogy.

Jessop genealogy 6 pp.

Notes on the Jessop genealogy.

Thomas Jones genealogy 6 pp.
Line of descent - Thomas Jones and Mary to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on Thomas Jones genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Box IV : Folder A: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Jordan genealogy 2 pp.
Two blank pages with name of genealogy on page one.

Kirby genealogy 10 pp.

Notes on the Kirby genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder B: The Hill family genealogy (other families), continued.

Kirtland genealogy 24 pp.

Notes on Kirtland genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder C: The Hill family genealogy (other families), continued.

Lawrence genealogy 2 pp.
Two blank pages with name of genealogy on page one.
Lay genealogy

Notes on Lay genealogy.
Correspondence pertaining to Lay genealogy (1895 & 1896).
Photographs of Lay family graves.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder D: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Lee genealogy

Notes on Lee genealogy.

Lord genealogy
Line of descent - Thomas Lord and Dorothy Bulkley to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on Lord genealogy.

Mansfield genealogy

Notes on Mansfield genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder E: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Meakins genealogy

Notes on the Meakins genealogy.

Metcalf genealogy

Notes on the Metcalf genealogy.

Molines or Mullins genealogy

Notes on the Molines or Mullins genealogy.

Mould genealogy

Notes on Mould genealogy.

Genealogies arranged in alphabetical order.
Folder F: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Norton genealogy 12 pp.

Notes on the Norton genealogy.

Olds genealogy 2 pp.
Two blank pages with name of genealogy on page one.

Parker genealogy 17 pp.
Line of descent - (John?) Parker and (Margery Crosse?) to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on Parker genealogy.
Correspondence pertaining to Parker genealogy (1895).

Peabody genealogy 10 pp.

Notes on Peabody genealogy.
Articles and pictures from books of Little Compton and Sakonnet Point.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder G: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Peacock genealogy 4 pp.

Notes on Peacock genealogy.

Posh genealogy 6 pp.

Notes on Posh genealogy.

Potter genealogy 10 pp.
Line of descent - Potter and Hannah to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on Potter genealogy.

Powell genealogy 8 pp.

Notes on Powell genealogy.

Notes on Powers genealogy.

Pratt genealogy 10 pp.

Notes on Pratt genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder H: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Rose genealogy 10 pp.

Notes on the Rose genealogy.

Rowley genealogy 4 pp.

Notes on the Rowley genealogy.

Sage genealogy 5 pp.
Line of descent - David Sage and Elizabeth Kirby to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on the Sage genealogy.

Scranton genealogy 8 pp.

Notes on the Scranton genealogy.

Seward genealogy 8 pp.

Notes on the Seward genealogy.

Smith genealogy 2 pp.
Two blank pages with name of genealogy on page one.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder I: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Spencer genealogy 24 pp.
Notes on Spencer genealogy.
Stallion genealogy. 24 pp.

Notes on Stallion genealogy.

Stanton genealogy. 26 pp.
Line of descent - Thomas Stanton and Anna Lord to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on Stanton genealogy.

Starr genealogy. 9 pp.

Notes on Starr genealogy.

Folder J: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued.

Stone genealogy. 9 pp.

Notes on Stone genealogy.

Brochure and newspaper clippings on John Stone Association.

Stokes genealogy. 40 pp.

Notes on Stokes Genealogy.

Correspondence pertaining to Stokes genealogy (1873-1905) 11 pp.

Folder K 1: The Hill Family Genealogy (other families) - continued.

Taintor genealogy. 9 pp.

Notes on Taintor genealogy.

Thompson genealogy. 39 pp.
Notes on Thompson genealogy.

Tilley genealogy. 16 pp.
Notes on Tilley genealogy.

Folder K 2: The Hill Family Genealogy (other families) - continued.

Thompson genealogy. 8 pp.

Trowbridge genealogy. 2 pp.
Two blank pages with name of genealogy on page one.
Wakeman genealogy
8 pp.

Notes on Wakeman genealogy.
Correspondence pertaining to Wakeman genealogy (1897) 6 pp.

Weeks genealogy
2 pp.
Two blank pages with name of genealogy on page one.

Weld genealogy
9 pp.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder L: The Hill family genealogy (other families) - continued [10]

Wheeler genealogy
3 pp.

Notes on Wheeler genealogy.

White genealogy
16 pp.

Notes on White genealogy.

Wilcox genealogy
12 pp.

Notes on Wilcox genealogy.

Wingate (Beleurge) genealogy
8 pp.

Notes on Wingate (Beleurge) genealogy.

Wodell genealogy
6 pp.

Notes on Wodell genealogy.

Genealogies are arranged in alphabetical order.

Folder M: The Hill family genealogy (Royal Descents)

Americans of royal descent
31 pp.

Notes on Kings of England, Kings of France and Dukes of Normandy.

Arranged alphabetically.
Folder N: The Hill family genealogy (Mayflower descendants)  
General Society of Mayflower Descendants 26 pp.  
Press clippings pertaining to Mayflower Descendants (1896-1898).  
Correspondence relating to application for admission to 
General Society for Mayflower Descendants. (1897).  
Two copies of application for membership to Society of 
Mayflower Descendants. (1899).

Box V:  
Folder A: The Hill family genealogy (American Revolution)  
Sons of the American Revolution 34 pp.  
Memoranda - Revolution services of Reubin Hill, Hugh Brown, John Jones, and Richard Stokes.  
Press clippings on Sons of the American Revolution (1897).

Folder B: The Hill family genealogy (Foreign Wars)  
Military Order of Foreign Wars 20 pp.  
Correspondence pertaining to application for admission 
to the Military Order of Foreign Wars. (1897-1902).

Folder C: The Hill family genealogy (Military Societies)  
Society of the Colonial Wars 10 pp.  
Notes on the Society of the Colonial Wars.  
The Old Guard 3 pp.  
Correspondence pertaining to the Old Guard (1897).  
Miscellaneous Military Societies 10 pp.  
Press clippings - various military societies (1897).

Folder D: The Hill family genealogy (Ancestry of Ida M. Wood)  
Notes of ancestry of Ida M. Wood.  
Ames 2 pp.  
Notes on the Ames family.  
Aptell genealogy 3 pp.  
Notes on Aptell genealogy.  
Beacham 6 pp.  
Eight blank pages with Beacham on page one.  
Brief note on Hugh de Beacham.  
Genealogies arranged in alphabetical order.
Folder B: The Hill family genealogy (Ancestry of Ida M. Wood)

Felton genealogy  2 pp.
Line of descent - Nathaniel Felton and Mary Skelton to Edwin A. Hill and Ida M. Wood.

Notes on Felton genealogy.
Correspondence pertaining to Felton genealogy (1829-1877)

Foster genealogy 8 pp.

Notes on Foster genealogy.

Goodale genealogy 3 pp.

Notes on Goodale genealogy.

Goodrow  6 pp.
Notes on Goodrow.

Folder C: The Hill family genealogy (other families)

Other families who may or may not be related to Edwin A. Hill or Ida M. Wood.

Hayden  6 pp.
Notes on Hayden.

Graves  4 pp.
Four blank pages with Graves on page one.

Barker  4 pp.
Four blank pages with Barker on Page one.

Aborn  4 pp.
Four blank pages with Aborn on page one.


Notes on Abraham Howe genealogy.

Folder G: The Hill family genealogy (Ancestry of Ida M. Wood)


Notes on John Howe genealogy.

How of Middletown  7 pp.
Seven blank pages with How of Middletown on page one.